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A New Age for Seapower 
 
Can the Navy decentralize its command and control and create a collaborative 
network that enables commanders to make and implement better decisions at a 
faster pace than any enemy can tolerate? 
 
Answers to this daunting, complex question may soon come from five NPS faculty 
who are currently with the Second Fleet for Trident Warrior 2005 -- the third 
experiment designed to explore the functional concept for FORCEnet, the 
command and control component of Sea Power 21. 
 
Professors Shelley Gallup, Bill Kemple, Randy Maule, Sue Hutchins 
and Bill Roeting have the lead in data collection, analysis and Trident Warrior 
2005 findings. They have designed methods to characterize capabilities such as 
naval networks; cross domain solutions; information management/collaboration; 
knowledge management; command and control; human system integration; 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance; naval fires; and information 
operations. 
 
Their data will come from U.S. and coalition participants: 2nd Fleet Commander, 
Amphibious Squadron 4, 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit, USS Iwo Jima (LHD 
7), USS Nashville (LPD 13), USS Whidbey Island (LSD 41), USS Philippine Sea 
(CG 58), USS Bulkeley (DDG 84) and USS Cole (DDG 67) as well as coalition 
units from Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand -- the 
HMCS Montreal (FFH 336), HMCS Fredericton (FFH 337), HMNZS Te Mana 
(F111) and HMS Liverpool (D92). 
 
Other Trident Warrior 2005 participants are the Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command, Naval War College, Marine Corps Concept Development 
Command, and Naval Personnel Development Command. 
 
The NPS team’s findings and recommendations will be presented to an executive 
steering group so that Navy leadership can chart the future course for FORCEnet. 
